To make your job easier, we work harder on partnerships

Creating value for healthcare organizations through AI-powered solutions optimized for Allscripts.

Given all the platforms, devices, and unique demands of the people who use them, creating a seamless experience isn’t easy. That’s why we partner with Allscripts to make it easier for clinicians to document everything without ever taking their focus off what matters most—caring for their patients.

Deeply embedded across the continuum of care
Deep integrations between Nuance healthcare solutions and Allscripts solutions allow physicians to use conversational user interfaces to practice medicine and create effective clinical documentation—while maximizing the value healthcare organizations receive from their EHR.

— Full support for Dragon Medical One including voice control and navigation as well as PowerMic Mobile.
— Full transcription and partial dictation with Allscripts workflows.
— In-workflow physician documentation guidance through Dragon Medical Advisor.
— Cloud-based CDI workflow management, documentation guidance, and encounter prioritization through Nuance CDE One and Nuance CDE Triage.

Joint innovation and strategic development
Technical strategy is the backbone of our partnerships. That’s why we engage in joint development and innovation projects—and here are just a few of the areas where we work alongside Allscripts so that we can deliver a seamless user experience:

— Joint roadmap and strategic planning enable future development of AI-supported workflows.
— Drive EHR adoption by improving usability and productivity through integrated, cloud-based clinical documentation solutions.
— Strategic partnership aligned with Allscripts’ growth objectives.

Why Allscripts clients choose Nuance

— AI-powered solutions—including speech recognition, CAPD, and CDI—for Allscripts
— Clinical approach and content backed by 25 years of expertise
— Mobile effectiveness
— Improved costs, better outcomes, and better overall experience

4 out of 5 facilities that use Allscripts use Nuance
Delivering unmatched outcomes for more than 500 Allscripts clients and counting—here are just a few examples of what they’re saying:

“With Dragon Medical One, I can dictate directly within the Allscripts Professional EHR fields and use voice commands to move the cursor, select text and edit content. I can dictate at normal speed and the speech engine is not only very accurate but also keeps up with me. It works with abbreviations, it places lab values, and it helps me create documentation quickly and easily.”

— Steven H. Tai, MD, FACP, CPE
  Practicing General Internist, Nashville, TN

“We want to get paid for the quality of care and services we provide. It’s not about the money, it’s about improving patient care, but the positive financial impact of Nuance’s CDI was clearly evident.”

— Joann Hatton
  Director of Utilization and Clinical Documentation Management
  Heritage Valley Health System, PA

LEARN MORE
To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please contact us at 1-877-805-5902 or visit nuance.com/healthcare.

A survey of 250 organizations reveals:
— 98% of clinicians recommend Nuance cloud-based speech solutions to a friend or peer
— 90% of clinicians agree that Nuance helps improve the quality of clinical documentation
— 93% of clinicians state that Nuance makes it easier to quickly capture the complete patient story